Cotton-Based Insulation Products

BOX LINER
- Made to fit six-sided containers
- Effective for 48 to 72-hour shipments
- Curbside recyclable shell
- Arrives in compact form using IPC's patented compression technique (Optional)
- We specialize in custom size

ENVELOPE/MAILER/POUCH
- Suitable for flat or small-sized products
- Quick-release tape closure
- Arrives in compact form using IPC's patented compression technique (Optional)
- Easy-slide zip lock closure (Optional)
- Provides Excellent cushioning using recycled cotton
- We specialize in custom sizes

PLEASE CONTACT YOUR IPC REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT WWW.IPCPACK.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION
HIGH-PERFORMANCE INSULATED PANELS
- Made from recycled cotton panels encased in a LDPE cover
- Various panel thicknesses available: 0.5” to 1.5”

FEATURES
- Environmentally-preferred solution
- Effective for 48 and 72-hour shipments
- Thermally superior to rigid coolers
- 100% recyclable at designated recycling centers
- Clean and professional presentation
- Operating temperature: -120°F to 240°F (-84°C to 115°C)

APPLICATIONS
Suitable for helping maintain refrigerated, frozen, and room temperature from hot and cold ambient temperatures

PLEASE CONTACT YOUR IPC REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT WWW.IPCPACK.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION